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Abstract - Data retention capability is the key to design a highly reliable non-volatile memory cell. We demonstrated in our previous work\(^1\) that the use of p-type floating gate (FG), instead of the commonly used n-type doped FG in an n-channel cell, is feasible for high speed performance as well as better endurance. In this paper, a p-doped floating gate on both n- and p-channel flash cells can be achieved with superior data retention characteristics. Since the p-floating gate cell exhibits a larger tunnel oxide field and a smaller electric field across the ONO dielectric during programming, the p-type FG cell shows much better charge loss behavior as compared to n-type FG ones. Results have been demonstrated for both n- and p-channel flash cells. Along with the high speed, better disturb, and good endurance advantages, the p-type FG cell is very promising for high performance and high reliability applications.

Device Preparation

The cells used in this study are ETOX n- and p-channel flash memory (Fig. 1), fabricated using 0.35um triple well technology. The thickness of the tunnel oxide is 90Å. The floating-gate dopants are split into in-situ doping with Phosphorus (n-type), undoped, medium, and high dopant with Boron (p-type) as given in Table 1. The interpoly dielectric of ONO structure is formed with an equivalent thickness of 165Å. In addition, the dummy cells with connected floating- and control gates, are also used for measurements. For P/E cycling, channel hot electron is used for programming of n-channel cells, BBHE\(^2\) is used for programming of p-channel cells, while erase of both cells is made by channel FN.

Results and Discussion

A. Comparison of the ONO Electric Fields

To verify the electric field across the tunnel dielectric, the FN tunneling measurement is performed for dummy cell. Fig. 2 shows the results, where we see that p-type FG cell has larger gate current. This reveals that the tunnel oxide (TO) electric field is larger for p-type FG cell. Under the same gate-to-substrate voltage drop, since tunnel oxide field is larger in p-type FG cell, the ONO field in p-type FG cell becomes smaller. The equations in Table 2 are used to explain why the ONO field is smaller in a p-type FG cell. Under the same applied voltage, p-type floating-gate cell has larger \(V_{TH}\) so, the ONO dielectric field of p-type FG cell is smaller than n-type ones. This can also be illustrated in Fig. 3 with a comparison of the band diagrams for n-type and p-type FG. The reduction of charge loss in the p-type FG cell can be attributed to a smaller ONO dielectric field as explained below.

B. Charge Loss Characteristics for N-channel Cells

Fig. 4 shows the threshold voltage shift versus temperature as well as the dopant effect. It was found that the flash cell with higher p-type concentration has lower \(V_{TH}\) shift. The higher concentration of the p-type floating-gate, the lower the charge loss is. In other words, the cell with higher p-type FG doping concentration exhibits much better characteristics. In addition, Fig. 5 shows the charge loss characteristics of n-channel cells before and after P/E cycling. It is concluded that not only the floating-gate dopant type but also the doping concentration will affect the charge loss characteristics.

C. Gate-Disturb and the Leakage Mechanism

The charge loss may be caused by two paths, one is the trap of electrons in the nitride layer, and the other one is the generated damage in the tunnel oxide, after long term P/E cycles\(^3\). To verify the low charge loss in p-type FG cell, gate-disturb and the SILC have been plotted in Figs. 6 and 7. The gate-disturb of flash cells before and after cycling at high oxide field is shown in Fig. 6, where the p-type FG cell has better disturb characteristics than the n-type ones. This implies that less oxide damage generated during the P/E cycles. Fig. 7 shows the time evolution of \(\Delta Q_{fg}\). The n-type FG cell has large charge loss rate. Furthermore, leakage current due to trap-assisted tunneling can be obtained from \(-\Delta Q_{ox}/at\). Apparently, much less leakage is observed in p-type FG cell as a result of smaller oxide traps in the tunnel oxide and a lower ONO field as mentioned above.

D. Charge Loss Characteristics for P-channel Cells

Fig. 8 shows the charge loss characteristics for p-channel cells with different floating-gate types before and after P/E cycling operations, at a baking temperature of 250°C. Obviously, the p-type one has better charge loss behavior which can be explained with the same reason as for n-channel cells. The p-type FG exhibits much better gate disturb characteristics (not shown here), less defects and traps were generated during P/E cycling. As expected, p-type FG has better charge loss characteristics. One most exciting result is shown in Fig. 9. The p-channel flash cell has an inherent disadvantage of poor drain-disturb\(^4\) since its introduction in [5], while the use of p-type FG can solve the problem, as shown in Fig. 9, with a 3-order of drain-disturb improvement. The reason of this improvement is revealed in Fig. 10, which shows the gate currents for different floating-gate. Drain disturb is determined by BTB (Band-To-Band) tunneling when the cell is in programmed state, and by CHH (Channel Hot Hole) tunneling when the cell is in erased state. Obviously, the n-type one has larger CHH currents than the p-type one. This can explain why the p-type FG cell has better drain disturb characteristics.

In summary, the p-type floating-gate flash cell has much lower electric field in the ONO dielectric layer and a smaller gate-disturb by comparing with that of conventional n-type FG during programming. Therefore, fewer traps in the ONO layer and tunnel oxide were generated. This is the reason why p-type FG has much better charge loss characteristics. Also, we have seen a 3-order improvement of the drain-disturb in p-type FG p-channel cells. Along with the high speed, better disturb, and good endurance advantages, the p-type FG cell is useful and promising for high performance and high reliability applications in both n- and p-channel cells.
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Table 1  The split conditions of floating gate for both n- and p-channel cells used in this study. The masked length L= 0.65um and width W= 0.7um.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Floating Gate Doping</th>
<th>BF2 20keV</th>
<th>BF2 20keV</th>
<th>In-situ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T0(Å)</td>
<td>E13</td>
<td>E13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Gate</td>
<td>n-type</td>
<td>n-type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating Gate</td>
<td>p-type</td>
<td>p-type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Substrate</td>
<td>n+</td>
<td>n+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Substrate</td>
<td>p+</td>
<td>p+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  The equations used to calculate the electric field of ONO inter-poly dielectric.

\[ Q_{EO} = Q_{CC} + \alpha_{CC} V_{CG} + \alpha_{CC} V_{OD} + \alpha_{CC} V_{OS} \]  
\[ Q_{EO} = Q_{CC} + \alpha_{CC} V_{CG} + \alpha_{CC} V_{OD} + \alpha_{CC} V_{OS} \]  
\[ E_{ONO} = \frac{Q_{EO}}{E_{ONO}} \]  
\[ E_{FG} = \frac{Q_{EO}}{E_{FG}} \]  

Fig. 1  The experimental p-doped floating gate flash cells: (a) n-channel and (b) p-channel cells. Control samples with n-doped floating gate were also made for comparison.

Fig. 5  The charge loss (expressed in $\Delta V_{TH}$) for the n-channel flash memory cells with n- and p-type doped floating-gate at 300°C.

Fig. 6  The high oxide field gate-disturb characteristics for both n- and p-type floating-gate flash cells before and after $10^5$ P/E cycles (n-channel cell).

Fig. 7  Time evolution of the calculated SILC component due to trap-assisted tunneling at high oxide field (N-channel cell).

Fig. 8  Charge loss characteristics of p-channel cells with n- and p-type FG before and after $10^5$ P/E cycles at 250°C.

Fig. 9  Drain-disturb of p-channel cells under high oxide field. Note that drain-disturb has 3-order improvement by using p-type FG (square symbol).